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Overview

• Objective: performing formal verification in model based development.

• Running Example: controller of a traffic light

• Types of Checks supported:
o Reachability Analysis

o Non-determinism check

o Bounds verification

o LTL contracts verification
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Prerequisites
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Before proceeding further please make sure that you have NuSMV (or
nuXmv) and OCRA installed on your machine and are on the PATH.

Steps are mentioned in: https://af3-developer.fortiss.org/projects/autofocus3/wiki/Developer_Installation#Install-external-tools



Open the example

• Open AF3

• Open the running example: File -> Open AF3 example -> Load Simple 
Traffic Lights AF3 Tour Example

• The remaining tutorial explains how these checks (reachability, 
indeterminism,  bounds and contracts) function

• These checks are configured on the entire model

• The next slide shows how these checks can be (de)activated
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Checks

• Viewing the checks: Various checks (also called „Constraints“) can be
viewed by double-clicking the project folder.

• These checks are grouped together. This tutorial concerns with the
„Component Constraints Group“

• (De)Activation of checks: Various checks can be activated or deactivated
using the checkboxes in the „Component Constraints Group“

• For instance, if we want to activate contract verification, we will follow the
steps taken in the next slide.
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Checks

• On selecting the “All OCRA contracts satisfied” option, following pop-up will 
open, and clicking “OK”, will run the selected check, as can be seen on the
next slide.
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Checks
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We are going to make changes to the model, introducing errors to demonstrate
the working of the checks: from their triggering to the feedback provided to the

user. Later we would revert these changes.



Reachability Analysis
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• Reachability Analysis: This analysis checks if every state of an automaton
is reachable.

• Activate the check „All states are reachable.“ for the example.
• The reachability check is run and you would not notice anything as all the

states are reachable.
• Now we will change one automaton to demonstrate how this check works.



Reachability Analysis
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• Navigate to the „Behavior“ component as shown in the adjoining figure:



Reachability Analysis
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• The following figure depicts the behavior of a traffic light controller modeled
as a state automaton.

• We will check the reachability
of the state RedYellow, which
can only be reached from the
state Red, via transition
redToRedyellow.



Reachability Analysis

• We now introduce an error to check state reachability.
• This automaton contains an internal variable time, allowing to implement a 

delay for the traffic light to switch from state Red to RedYellow. This delay
is implemented by means of the countdown transition, of the Red state.

• In the given automaton, click on the redToRedyellow transition to reveal its
properties, as shown in the following figure:
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Reachability Analysis

• Change the value of the Guard to "time < 0", as shown in the following
figure:

• Now, click on the countdown transition to reveal its properties, as shown:
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Reachability Analysis 

• It can be easily seen that the countdown transition will bring the time
variable to the value 0, but not to a value lower than that, and hence it would
be impossible for the automaton to reach the Red state, in the current
setting, as its guard will never turn true.

• Save the model, and since we
have changed the model,
background checks will be
performed, and the component
Behavior will be annotated with
an error mark, as shown in the
adjoining figure.
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Reachability Analysis

• Select the Behavior component, and then right click on it. It will show the 
status of the failing analysis. On being clicked, it opens up the state 
automaton with unreachable state highlighted.
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Reachability Analysis

• Bringing the model back to its original condition, i.e., changing time from 
"time < 0" to "time == 0" makes the model correct again, and on saving it, the 
error mark on the behavior 
component will vanish.

• This check ensures the prevention of a dead state, in the early phase of the 
development, which is extremely useful.
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Reachability Analysis
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• Deactivate the check „All states are reachable.“ for the example

• You can also proceed without the above step as well, but it is recommended

for the tutorial to deactivate the check.

• Now we proceed to the next check: Non-determinism analysis.



Non-determinism Analysis

• Non-determinism Analysis: This check makes sure that automata are
deterministic, i.e., no two transitions should be enabled at the same time.

• Activate the check „All state automata are deterministic.“ for the example
• The non-determinism check is run and you would not notice anything as all 

the transitions are deterministic.
• Now we will change the same automaton again to demonstrate how this

check works.
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Non-determinism Analysis

• For this check, we take the same transitions: countdown, and
redToRedyellow of the automaton.

• Here we change the guard of the countdown transition from "time > 0" to
"time >= 0", as can be seen in the figure, on the next slide. Hence, the
guards of both the transitions - countdown, and redToRedyellow - become
true when time is equal to 0, which introduces non-determinism in the
automaton, as both countdown and redToRedyellow can be triggered at 
this moment.
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Non-determinism Analysis

• Autofocus3 recognizes non-determinism, and marks the Behavior
component with an error marker, exactly how it happened in the case of 
Reachability Analysis.
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Non-determinism Analysis

• Now, select the Behavior component, and right click on it. It will show the 
status of the failing analysis.

• Once you select the status, it opens up a pop-up providing a description of 
non-determinism in the system, and once you select "OK", you see the 
transitions responsible for non-determinism marked red.
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Non-determinism Analysis
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Non-determinism Analysis

• Bringing the model back to its original stage, i.e., changing time from "time 
>= 0" to "time > 0" in the countdown transition makes the model correct 
again. Once you save it, the check is fired again in the background, and the 
error mark from the Behavior component disappears.
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Non-determinism Analysis

• Deactivate the check „All state automata are deterministic.“ for the example
• You can also proceed without the above step as well, but it is recommended

for the tutorial to deactivate the check.
• Now we proceed to the next check: Bounds verification.
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Bound Verification

• Bound Verification: It checks if the ports' value remain within specified
bounds on the execution of a component (for integer-valued ports).

• Port bounds are checked for both atomic, and composite components, but 
in a different manner:

o Atomic Components: We check that the behavior of an automaton never
entails that the output ports go beyond their ranges, assuming the input
ones are inside theirs.

o Composite Components: An output port in a composite component can
either be standalone port, or a target port. We do not do any check for a
standalone port, but in case of a target port we check if the range of the
source port is subset of the range of the target port.
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Bound Verification

• Activate the check „Port values are within their bounds.“ for the example.
• The bounds verification check is run and you would not notice anything as

there is no bounds violation.
• Now we will make some changes to the model to demonstrate how this

check works.
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Bound Verification

• Click on the port behaviorOutRemainingTime of the component Behavior.
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Bound Verification

• The mentioned port outputs time remaining to change to Walk signal after a 

pedestrian has requested it. It also depicts the time remaining for the

pedestrian signal to turn to Stop, after changing the signal to Walk.

• The delays for the state Green, Red and Yellow are 2 ticks, 5 ticks and 1 

tick respectively. This can be seen by checking the values returned by the

functions tGreen(), tRed() and tYellow() in their properties section, under

Data Dictionary items.

will spend lots of time on requirements, but will also see features which go
beyond requirements
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Bound Verification

• The upper bound for the port behaviorOutRemainingTime is assigned a 
value 8, which is the sum of the delays for the states mentioned in the last 
point, including 1 tick for the transition from one state to the other.

will spend lots of time on requirements, but will also see features which go 
beyond requirements
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Bound Verification

• Note that we are working with a correct model. So, now we will change the 
upper bound from the value 8 to 6, considering only the delays in the state, 
and avoiding any transitional delay. This will make the model incorrect, and 
would help us to trace out the problem, once the bound verification check 
has completed in the background.

• As a result of the bound
verification on the new
incorrect model, we see
an error marker appearing
on the Behavior component.
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Bound Verification

• On selecting, and right-clicking the mentioned component, we get to know 
that the bound check has failed, giving the user the information that port 
behaviorOutRemainingTime can go past the upper bound.

• Bringing the model back to its original stage, i.e., changing upper bound of 
port behaviorOutRemainingTime back to 8 will make the model correct 
again. Once you save it, the check is fired again in the background, and the 
error mark from the Behavior component disappears.
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Bound Verification

• We could have also changed the time delays in the states, to accommodate 
6 as an upper bound.

• Composite Components: For this, we only check if subcomponents’ 
bounds match with each other; we do not investigate the internal behavior of 
subcomponents to check if they match their bounds.

• This entails that the check is triggered only for a change of the composition 
of composite components, and not for a change of an atomic component.

• Taking the previous example, if we now change the upper bound of the port 
behaviorOutRemainingTime from 8 to 15, and let the port on the other end 
of the channel - ctrlOutRemainingTime - have its current value i.e. 8, there 
would arise an incompatibility as 15 > 8.
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Bound Verification

• The figures below shows the properties of ports ctrlOutRemainingTime and 
behaviorOutRemainingTime respectively.
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Bound Verification

• Again, like in the previous checks, there would arise an error marker over the 
Behavior component. On selecting, and right-clicking it, we’ll get a pop-up, 
as can be seen in the following diagram:

• Once, we click OK, we’ll be taken to the component diagram containing the 
ports whose bounds are failing, with both connected ports being highlighted, 
as can be seen on the next slide.
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Bound Verification
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Bound Verification

• Deactivate the check „Port values are within their bounds.“ for the example
• You can also proceed without the above step as well, but it is recommended

for the tutorial to deactivate the check.
• Now we proceed to the next check: (LTL) contracts verification.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• LTL contract verification: it verifies if a temporal logic formula is satisfied
by the model or not.

• A contract is defined using the subset of the input language for OCRA, and
consists of the following:

• name

• Assumption: a temporal logic formula

• Guarantee: a temporal logic formula

• Refining contracts: list of contracts refining the current one
(explained more in the next slide)
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• The verifications engine differentiates between the contracts on atomic
components or composite components:

o Atomic Components: The contracts are verified against the
implementation.

o Composite Components: The contracts are verified using the refining
contracts, which means, that the complete behavior is not passed to the
model checker but only the refining contracts (which can be seen as
intermediate lemmas). The verifier tries to prove the contract using the
refining contracts.

• For the sake of simplicity, we call the contracts for composite components
composite contracts, and the ones for atomic components atomic
contracts.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• Atomic contracts: Double click on the Behavior component, and then click
on the V&V dashboard. Under OCRA contracts, you will find two contracts: 

o neverTrafficAndPedestrianSignal, and

o pedestrianRequestAcceptedInFuture

• We will take pedestrianRequestAcceptedInFuture as an example to
perform temporal logic check.

• Once you click on the pedestrianRequestAcceptedInFuture contract, you
will see the contract, as shown in the figure on the next slide.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• Activate the check „All OCRA contracts satisfied.“ for the example.
• The contract verification check is run and you would not notice anything as

there is no bounds violation.
• Now we will make some changes to the model to demonstrate how this

check works.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

Note that in this tutorial we are using the
formula „!A OR B“ for „A implies B“
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• Note that the above contract is correct, and specifies that the pedestrian is 
granted request (the signal changes to walk) sometime in the future after the 
button is pressed, and the request came when the traffic light is green.

• In the given model, the automaton reads the input port behaviorInRequest, 
only in the states Init, and Green, which means that if the automaton is 
already processing a pedestrian request, it disregards all the requests till it is 
done processing the current request, and the traffic light is green again.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• We will introduce errors in our model, by making the guarantee in our 
example contract a bit strong, as shown in the following figure:

• Now, AutoFOCUS3 reports that the new contract, as shown in the figure 
above, could not be satisfied for the reason explained earlier. As before, the 
Behavior will again have an error marker over it.

• Just change the contract to what it was before, and the error marker will 
vanish.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• Composite component: Double click on the TLCSystem, and open the 
OCRA contract pedestrainRequestAcceptedInFuture. This contract will 
serve as an example, and  is shown in the figure below:

• Note again that the above contract is correct, and specifies that when the left 
or right hand side signal is present, with the traffic light being Green, then 
sometime in the future, the pedestrian signal is Walk.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• This contract is refined by the contract signalIsMerged of the component
Merge (as can be seen in the figure below), and
pedestrianRequestAcceptedInFuture of the component Controller, which
is the same as the contract in the previous example (for Atomic contract).

• The contract signalIsMerged shown above specifies that the signal is sent
to the Controller when any of the signal from left hand side, or right hand
side is Present.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• Just like the previous example, we will introduce errors into the model, by 
making the guarantee a bit too strong, as shown in the figure below:

• In this changed contract, the refining contract 
Controller.pedestrianRequestAcceptedInFuture is reading the input only 
when the traffic light is Green, and discarding them otherwise, which causes 
the verification of refinement to fail.

• An error marker will appear on the component TLCSystem.
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Temporal Logic contracts check

• Just like before, revert the changes made to the correct contract, the error 
mark will vanish.
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Verification and Validation Dashboard

• So far, we have concerned ourselves with only the local analyses, but 
sometimes, it is useful to get an overview of the status of all the checks 
performed on the model, like in the following cases:

The user doesn’t want to deal with the failures when they pop up, but at a 
later time. In such a case, it is useful to have a centralized place with 
the information about all the failures.

In certain cases, the user is interested not only in the failures but in the 
successes as well. As it is not typically required during the design 
phase, there is a way to access it, without bothering the designer.

• The above-mentioned concerns are handled by V&V Dashboard (Verification 
and Validation dashboard).
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Verification and Validation Dashboard

• V&V dashboard serves two goals:

provide centralized access to all checks regarding given model elements.

provide more information in case of successful check.

• V&V dashboard provides the

kind of information, as shown

in the adjoining figure.

• Note that only the active

predefined* checks are visible in

the V&V dashboard.

* reachability, determinism, bounds
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Verification and Validation Dashboard

• On the figure in the previous slide, there is a More button just next to the 
result of the reachability check.

• On clicking the button, a pop-up appears on the screen, listing the states in 
the automaton, as shown in the figure below. The user can then select the 
state for which they want to check the reachability.

• You have successfully completed the tutorial for performing formal checks.
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